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1. Overview
1.1 Purpose
TransLink oversees the development of Area Transport Plans (ATPs) for different sub‐regions in Metro
Vancouver. An ATP is a sub‐regional multi‐modal plan which identifies strategies and actions for a sub‐
region’s transportation network, as it fits within the broader regional transportation network. In
summer 2015, TransLink initiated the Southwest Area Transport Plan (SWATP). This plan will focus on
the Southwest sub‐region, which includes Richmond, South Delta, and the Tsawwassen First Nation.
The SWATP will be prepared in two separate phases. The first phase of the plan involves different modal
analyses to identify issues and opportunities for each mode. A land use analysis, a travel market
analysis, and a public perception study are also included in phase one of the plan. The issues and
opportunities identified will inform phase two of the plan.
This transit network analysis will identify issues and opportunities as it relates to the overall transit
network in the Southwest sub‐region.

1.2 Scope
The SWATP Transit Network Analysis will follow a similar process as previous transit network analyses
for past Area Transit Plans. This analysis will examine the transit network and service design, transit
network performance, and transit facilities assessment.
The following items are within the scope of the Transit Network Analysis:
‐
‐

Transit network and service levels
Transit infrastructure

The following items are not within the scope of the Transit Network Analysis:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Other modes (such as walking and cycling) independent of transit
Travel market analysis
Land use analysis
Transit service internal operations (e.g. scheduling, fleet management, vehicle type etc.)
Implementation timeline and funding
HandyDart and Custom Transit service

1.3 Approach and Data
This analysis provides an overview of the current transit network, and evaluates the network as a whole
based on the objectives, themes, and considerations outlined in the Managing the Transit Network
primer, and the goals and actions of the Regional Transportation Strategy Strategic Framework. This
study, along with other modal studies, as well as land use, travel market, and public perception analyses,
will form the basis of the technical analysis for phase one of the SWATP.
The data used for this exercise was collected through a variety of sources including:
4
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‐
‐
‐
‐

2014 Bus Service Performance Review (2011 to 2014 data)
Automated passenger counters
2011 Statistics Canada Census population and employment data
Canada Line station entries and exits

2. Context
The Southwest sub‐region, as its name implies, is located in the southwest of Metro Vancouver. It
consists of the City of Richmond (including Sea Island and the Vancouver International Airport), the
areas in South Delta known as Ladner and Tsawwassen, and the Tsawwassen First Nation land. South
Delta, along with the Tsawwassen First Nation Land, was part of the South of Fraser Area Transit Plan
completed in 2007. The last Richmond Area Transit Plan was completed in 2000.
The intent of the analysis is to study the transit network for the sub‐region as a whole. However, given
the distinct characteristics of the different areas of the sub‐region, it might be difficult to apply a
network approach to all analyses.

2.1 Sub‐regional Bus Routes
The bus routes included in this analysis will be consistent with the grouping of routes from the Bus
Service Performance Review. These routes are considered to be of significance to the sub‐region. Even
though there are other bus routes that travel within or through the sub‐region (eg. 311, 351, 352, 354),
they are considered to be part of another sub‐region and therefore are not included in this analysis.
Even though these routes are not part of the network analysis, they may be considered in the strategies
and action phase of the project, if warranted.
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Table 1: Sub‐regional bus routes1
Richmond
301 Newton Exchange/Brighouse Station
401 One Road/Garden City
402 Two Road/Brighouse Station
403 Bridgeport Station/Three Road
404 Ladner Exchange/Brighouse Station
405 Five Road/Cambie
407 Gilbert/Bridgeport
410 22nd St. Station/Queensborough/Railway
430 Metrotown/Brighouse Station
480 UBC/Bridgeport Station
C92 Bridgeport Station /Sea Island South
C93 Riverport/Steveston
C94 Richmond Oval/Brighouse Station
C96 East Cambie/Brighouse Station
C98 Kingswood/22nd St. Station

Ladner/South Delta/Tsawwassen
601 South Delta/Boundary Bay/Bridgeport
602 Tsawwassen Heights/Bridgeport
603 Beach Grove/Bridgeport
604 English Bluff/Bridgeport
606 Ladner Ring
608 Ladner Ring
609 Tsawwassen First Nations/South Delta
620 Tsawwassen Ferries/Bridgeport Station
640 Ladner Exchange /Scott Road Station
C76 Scottsdale/Ladner Exchange
C84 English Bluff /South Delta Rec Centre
C86 Ladner South/Ladner Exchange
C87 East Ladner/Ladner Exchange
C88 Ladner North/Ladner Exchange
C89 Boundary Bay/ South Delta Rec Centre

2.2 Sub‐regional Performance (2011‐2014)
Table 2: Sub‐regional performance2
Sub‐areas
Year Annual Boardings
Richmond
Ladner/South
Delta/
Tsawwassen*
System Wide

1
2

Annual Revenue Hours

2011
2014
2011
2014

15,800,000
16,700,000
1,800,000
2,200,000

300,000
294,000
59,000
59,000

Median Cost per
Boarded Passenger
$1.69
$1.55
$2.69
$2.68

2011
2014

224,000,000
229,000,000

3,664,000
3,804,000

$1.36
$1.37

2014 BSPR
2014 BSPR
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Table 3: Sub‐regional annual bus boardings3
Annual Bus Boardings (Millions)

1‐Year
Change
(2013‐2014)

3‐Year
Change
(2011‐2014)

Sub‐Region
Richmond
Ladner/South Delta/Tsawwassen*

2011
15.8
1.8

2012
16.5
2.0

2013
16.6
2.0

2014
16.7
2.2

1%
10%

5%
20%

Burnaby/New West
Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows
North Shore
Northeast Sector
South of Fraser
Vancouver/UBC

32.0
3.0
15.0
14.0
31.3
130.8

31.7
3.1
15.1
14.4
32.7
134.8

32.4
3.1
14.9
13.8
33.3
132.0

31.9
3.1
14.7
13.4
34.5
130.0

‐1%
‐1%
‐1%
‐3%
4%
‐2%

‐0.5%
‐3%
‐2%
‐4%
10%
‐0.5%

224

232

228

229

0.6%

2%

System Wide

*2014 Boardings reflect additional ridership from integration of unscheduled buses used for special events into schedule service on route 620.

Despite a decrease in ridership across the entire system in 2013, when there was a fare increase, the
ridership in the Southwest sub‐region has been steadily increasing since 2011. This might be attributed
to the reduced travel time and improved reliability offered by the Canada Line. Ladner/South
Delta/Tsawwassen experienced a notable increase in annual boardings and a decrease in cost per
boarded passenger. Most of the ridership growth was in routes with regional (inter‐municipal)
connections such as 620 and not in local routes. Ridership demand in Richmond increased as well, while
the overall bus revenue hours have decreased due to ongoing adjustments to better match service with
demand. The increase in ridership and adjustment of revenue hours resulted in a reduction in cost per
boarded passenger (Figure 1). The median cost per boarded passenger is higher in Ladner/South
Delta/Tsawwassen due to the long distances transit vehicles are required to cover and limited
opportunities for stops as most routes travel through Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).

3

2014 BSPR
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$3.00

$2.50

$2.00
2011
$1.50

2012
2013

$1.00

2014

$0.50

$0.00
Richmond

Ladner/South
Delta/Tsawwassen

System Wide

Figure 1: Median cost per boarded passenger4

3. Network and Service Design
The Southwest transit network is designed to connect local coverage services at key focal points such as
Bridgeport, and Richmond‐Brighouse Stations, and Ladner Exchange with connection to regional (inter‐
municipal) services such as the Canada Line. All transit services in the sub‐region are shown in figure 2.
Most bus routes in Richmond provide service to Richmond‐Brighouse Station. Richmond‐Brighouse, due
to its location at the heart of Richmond’s commercial district, is a major destination. However, many
trips require a stop or a transfer at Richmond‐Brighouse Station. The connection to Richmond‐Brighouse
Station lengthens the travel time for all north‐south and east‐west transit trips. Moreover, some routes
in Richmond are quite long and look like a combination of two unrelated routes with Brighouse as the
connection point. The travel market analysis will further describe trips patterns in the sub‐region.
In South Delta and Tsawwassen, the 601 peak frequent service forms the spine of the network that
connects people relatively quickly to Bridgeport Station on the Canada Line. With the exception of the
620, most services in the area provide basic coverage service, and connect people with the 601 and its
different variations (602, 603, 604, 606, 608).

4
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Figure 2: Sub‐regional service levels
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3.1 The Sub‐regional Transit Network
3.1.1 Rapid Transit – Canada Line
The Southwest sub‐region is served by the Canada Line, which connects Richmond and YVR to
Vancouver. The Canada Line has a frequency of 6‐7 minutes on each branch (YVR and Richmond‐
Brighouse) with a combined frequency of 3‐4 minutes at Bridgeport on weekdays from start of service to
the end of the PM peak. The service has seven stations in Richmond, including three on Sea Island.
Table 4 shows the average weekday station activity (entries and exits) as well as average hourly station
activity during the PM peak period (3pm to 6pm) for all stations within the sub‐region. The data is
collected using Automated Passenger Counters (APC) at each station. The data is collected continuously
but it does not provide any information on the direction in which the passengers travel. Based on the
APC data, the Canada Line experienced a slight increase in ridership since 2012. There was a huge
increase in ridership during 2011 as the service is still new, but it has stabilized since 2012. The data also
suggest a substantial increase in ridership in late 2014 and early 2015 but it is not enough data to
support whether the trend will continue5. The travel market analysis provides more detail information
on station activity at each Richmond station.
Table 4: Canada Line weekday station activities (Richmond)6
Canada Line Station
Average Weekday Station
Activity (October 2014)
Bridgeport
18,724
Aberdeen
8,168
Landsdowne
9,140
Richmond‐Brighouse
20,792
Templeton
1,242
Sea Island Centre
4,124
YVR‐Airport
13,532

Average Hourly PM Peak Station
Activity (October 2014)
1,714
780
844
1,804
102
300
972

Manual load counts were done at each Canada Line stations in 2011. Manual load counts at selected
stations will also be done in fall 2015. Capacity analysis conducted with the 2011 data showed that
crowding is observed at several stations on the mainline, between Bridgeport and Waterfront stations.
Figure 3 visualizes the capacity of each inbound train between 7 and 9 AM on weekdays. The figure
shows that almost all trains from Richmond Brighouse are full when leaving Bridgeport station between
7:30 and 9 AM. Over 500 pass ups were observed during the same time period. There is capacity on
inbound trains originating from YVR during the AM peak. The situation is similar in the outbound
direction during the PM peak where Richmond trains experience overcrowding between Waterfront and
Bridgeport stations while YVR trains have spare capacity.

5
6

2015 SWATP Travel Market Analysis
2014 Canada Line Station Entries and Exits
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Figure 3: Inbound train loads at Bridgeport Station, 7‐9 am
3.1.2 Frequent All Day Service
The Frequent Transit Network is a network of transit services that provide 15 minute or better service
until 9:00 pm every day. This provides customers with the assurance of all day frequent transit service
on select corridors.
The 410 provides all day frequent transit service that connects Steveston with Brighouse Station along
Railway Avenue and then to 22nd Street SkyTrain Station in New Westminster. The 410 travels along
Westminster Highway between No. 6 Road and Fraserwood Place during peak periods and travels along
Highway 91 off‐peak. The 351 route, which provides service between South Surrey/White Rock and
Bridgeport Station along Hwy 99, is part of the FTN but provides only a limited number of stops within
the sub‐region.
3.1.3 Frequent Peak Service
Peak frequent transit services provide at least 4 trips per hour during weekday peak periods. There are 4
peak frequent services in the sub‐region. The peak frequent services in the sub‐region are 401, 402, 403,
and 601. With the exception of the 601, all of the peak frequent services are within the City of
Richmond.
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3.1.4 Coverage Service
Coverage services provide a variety of service levels and network design. There are 26 routes within the
coverage network that are significant to the Southwest sub‐region; this includes regular bus service
without peak frequent service, community shuttle, limited service bus service, and NightBus.
3.1.5 Regional Connections
Aside from the Canada Line, there are other services that provide significant regional (inter‐municipal)
connections to the sub‐region. These services can be frequent all day, frequent peak, or coverage
services. Regional connections are provided by the 351, 301, 311, 640 and C76 to Surrey, 430 to
Burnaby, 410 to New Westminster and 480 to Vancouver/UBC. Regional connections that provide
services to North Delta such as 340 and 388 will be analyzed in appendix A.

3.2 How is the current/planned network structured?
The assessment framework in this section and next is taken from the Managing the Transit Network
Primer. The primer is the source for TransLink’s best practices for route and network design. Based on
extensive research, the primer outlines characteristics of efficient and productive transit service and
helps guide the management of current and future transit network. This section is concerned with how
the network is structured as it appears on a map of the region. Service levels and transit performance
will be covered in the following section.
3.2.1 Direct, simple, consistent and legible
More direct services offer better speed and reliability to customers. Cost effective and high customer
satisfaction transit routes typically follow as straight a line as possible given the road network, areas of
demand, and terrain. A route with many turns is difficult to understand and has more opportunities for
service disruption. It is important to note that road geometry and topography can dictate how a route is
designed to serve customers. In areas where road geometry is more complex, routes may seem indirect
when in fact the route design may be the best use of the road system.
In an effort to increase coverage in an area, transit routes are sometimes split on one or both ends,
different in routing based on direction or deviate from their normal route for limited periods of the day.
This may help provide basic access to areas of lower ridership demand, but can lead to inefficiencies and
make the service difficult to understand.
Areas and corridors with opportunities for more direct, simple, consistent and legible service patterns
are shown in Figure 4. The South Delta area is restricted by its geography and road geometry. The
network is characterized by one‐directional peak period services and circuitous local coverage services.
Some of the one‐directional peak period services and local coverage services travel along the same
corridor at different times, affecting legibility. Generally, the routes in Richmond are fairly direct, simple,
consistent and legible. The road network in Richmond allows most routes to have simple design, but
location of high demand areas requires almost all routes to turn to meet them, making the network less
direct. The network in Richmond also has some routes with deviations such as 407.
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Figure 4: Legibility
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3.2.2 Avoid duplication and competition between transit services
The efficiency and productivity of transit routes can be negatively affected if they duplicate other
services. Transit routes should be spaced apart – reducing competition for ridership and maximizing
coverage areas. Usually lines are spaced approximately 800 m apart to maximize coverage while
maintaining reasonable walking distances. In some cases, duplication is desirable where it increases the
effective frequency along higher demand corridors.
The transit network in the Southwest sub‐region does have areas and corridors of duplication and
competition. These areas and corridors are highlighted in Figure 5. The peak period only regional
coverage services and local coverage services in South Delta and Tsawwassen share common corridors.
This presents a legibility issue already discussed in the previous section. However, because they operate
at different times, they are not in direct competition with one another. There are instances of
duplication in Richmond, but for the most part they share a common corridor to increase capacity, or
they serve two separate travel markets (local and regional). There is another instance of duplication
with 480 travels between Bridgeport Station and UBC. The route duplicates portions of 43 in Vancouver
and trips to UBC could be replaced by the Canada Line and a connection with a UBC bus service.

14
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Figure 5: Duplications
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3.3 Where does transit connect?
3.3.1 Areas of Strong Demand
Transit service is designed and adjusted with the intention of matching transit service to demand. The
transit network can potentially generate more ridership when areas of current or potential high demand
are well served and interconnected. Such areas may include corridors with a high concentration of
people or jobs, or concentrated activity centres such as shopping areas, post‐secondary institutions, and
medical facilities. Focusing transit investments in areas of strong demand improves cost‐effectiveness,
allowing more transit service to be provided given limited resources.
Figure 5 shows the level of bus stop activity in relation to service levels and population and employment
density. Major stops and corridor is then aggregated into areas of high transit activity (figure 6). These
areas have high transit stop activity based on the number of daily bus boardings and alightings. These
areas of high transit activity are then divided into three tiers; tier 1 consists of Bridgeport Station, YVR
and Richmond City Centre (including Landsdowne, Aberdeen and Brighouse) where there are over
10,000 bus boardings and alightings a day. Tier 2 has between 1,500 and 10,000 daily transit activity,
these include major transit corridors and destinations, whereas tier 3 has moderately high transit
demand (between 500 and 1,500 boardings and alightings a day). Overall, areas of high transit activity
align with transit supportive centres and corridors.
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Figure 6: Sub‐regional bus stop activities7

7

2014 Automated Passenger Counter Data
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Figure 7: Sub‐regional bus service with population and employment density8

8

2011 Statistic Canada Census Data
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Figure 8: Areas of high transit activity
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3.3.2 Strong anchors at both ends of routes
Routes generate high ridership when there is strong demand at both ends of the transit line. When a
route begins and ends with strong anchors, ridership tends to be high in both directions and along the
full length of the route. If demand along a route is focused towards the middle and not at the ends, it
may experience uneven passenger loads and overcrowding. Anchors do not necessarily have to be at the
terminus of a route, because the area might not have the infrastructure for buses to terminate.

Figure 9: The Relationship between Strong Anchors and Supply and Demand9
Some of the areas of strong demand in the Southwest sub‐region are not located at places that are
conducive for bus routes to terminate. In South Delta, the town centres provide limited opportunities
for buses to terminate but are close enough to the end of the routes to provide strong ridership at both
ends. In Richmond, routes that travel through Richmond City Centre have strong ridership towards the
middle of the route with significantly less ridership at the ends.
Figure 8 highlights anchors of routes in the Southwest sub‐region. Successful anchors are characterizes
by high transit activity, land use that supports transit services, and is a strong connection point. These
extra strong anchors include Brighouse Station and YVR. Strong anchors have two of the three
characteristics whereas medium strength anchors have only one of the three characteristics. The sub‐
regional network uses strong anchors to provide ridership demand on both ends of most bus routes. In
Richmond, most routes are required to turn to meet a suitable anchor, making the route longer and less
direct. In Ladner, Ladner Exchange has high stop activity because a number of routes converge at the
exchange whereas Ladner Centre have more characteristics of an anchor. In Tsawwassen and South
Delta, Tsawwassen Town Centre acts as anchors for most routes.

9

2012 TransLink Managing the Transit Network Primer
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Figure 10: Sub‐regional anchors
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3.4 Where are the gaps in the system?
3.4.1 Gaps in Network Architecture
Based on the current transit network and current and planned land use characteristics, gaps in the
network architecture are identified. These areas, or corridors, are identified because they are currently
not served by transit but may support some transit service based on their current or planned land use
characteristics. Gaps in the network are highlighted in Figure 9. The areas highlighted are either far away
from existing services or have complex road networks that make them hard to serve by transit.

Figure 11: Network gaps
22
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3.4.2 Gaps in service schedules
Transit services need to be available when customers want to use them. Services with limited span of
service will not attract potential riders, or keep existing riders. Gaps in service schedules and hours of
operation may need to be addressed to attract new riders and to keep current riders.
Figure 10 shows areas in the Southwest sub‐region that are within 400m of a bus stop categorized based
on span of transit service. Areas in dark red have over 13 hours of the weekday without any transit
service. People who live or work in these areas will not have access to service for a significant amount of
time throughout the day. Places with transit with limited hours of operations are mainly industrial or
low density residential areas that often have low transit demand.
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Figure 12: Gaps in span of service
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4. Network Performance
In this section, the sub‐regional transit network will be evaluated based on a variety of performance
criteria. Using key performance indicators (KPIs), all the routes within the sub‐region will be considered
separately as well as together as a network. These performance indicators help measure productivity
and effectiveness of the transit network.

4.1 What do the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) tell us?
4.1.1 Maintain Speed and Reliability
Delays along a route reduce the efficiency and speed of the service. A significant delay factor can be
stopping at or in‐between intersections because of traffic congestion. Identifying areas where routes are
experiencing consistent delay can help in working with local municipal partners to implement transit
priority measures that can address intersection and traffic congestion. Stop‐spacing can also influence
speed and reliability – increasing the space between stops reduces the number of times a transit vehicle
must pull over to stop and then re‐enter the flow of traffic with the tradeoff of longer walk distance to
stops. A faster service is more efficient, allowing for higher frequencies at the same operating cost.
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Figure 13: Bus‐bunching10

10

2014 TransLink Transit Network Management Bus‐Bunching Map
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Bus‐bunching could provide insights into service reliability and speed. A bus‐bunching event occurs
when one bus arrives at a stop within 25% of the schedule headway of another bus. This means that the
bus is either late or early by over 75% of the schedule headway. The calculation is done based on
percentage of the headway and therefore is not affected by the frequency of service. The more
instances of bus‐bunching are observed on a service, the higher the probability of that service being
unreliable. Figure 11 highlights routes with instances of bus‐bunching as percentages of its total stop
arrivals. Routes in the Southwest sub‐region that have bus‐bunching occurrences appear to be routes
that are longer, and with more stops. The data is useful in identifying which routes in the sub‐region
have bus‐bunching issues but it does not provide information on the specific location of where these
instances occur.
4.1.2 Match service with Demand
An effective and efficient transit network responds to demand, and provides appropriate levels of
service to meet that demand. The Southwest sub‐region is made up of many different levels of service.
Aside from the FTN services, the peak frequent services have frequencies of 15 minutes or better
(Monday – Friday) during specific periods of the day when ridership demand is higher. How often a
service runs, also determines how long people have to wait and how easy it is to connect between
services.
Figure 12 shows peak period stop activity as a percentage of total stop activity. Combined with transit
service typology (frequent all‐day, frequent peak, etc.), the figure helps determine whether demand
aligns with the current service typology. Generally, ridership level and service type provision is aligned
across the sub‐region with a few instances of misalignment. The highest stop activities are for routes
that have the highest frequencies. The 410 appears to have high ridership north of Brighouse Station
but, between Steveston and Brighouse, the ridership is low for a FTN level service. The ridership on
Bridgeport Road and No. 3 Road may be able to support a higher level of service. Routes that have
higher than Transit Service Guidelines (TSGs) maximum capacity average peak passenger load, during
some time periods, include 410, and 62011.
Overcrowding potentially means that an area is underserved by transit because there is not enough
capacity in the system to support the demand. Figure 13 shows routes that experience overcrowding,
and they are organized based on the percentage of its annual service hours the routes spend being
overcrowded. The Richmond area has the second highest percentage of overcrowding in the region after
Vancouver. This is mostly attributed to the 410, the service experiences crowding 13% of its annual
revenue hours. Saturday midday have high instances of overcrowding on 410. In South
Delta/Tsawwassen, 16% of the 620’s annual revenue hours are overcrowded, this is not unexpected
given the service provides connections with the ferries.

11
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Figure 14: Percentage of total stop activity during peak periods with stop activity and service levels12

12

2014 Automated Passenger Counter Data
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Figure 15: Overcrowding13
4.1.3 Balanced loads in each direction
The cost effectiveness of a transit route can be measured by the distribution of ridership in both
directions. The distribution of land uses and densities, location of connection points, and peak‐oriented
13

2014 BSPR
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demand can generate high ridership in one direction but low ridership in the other. A route with only
one strong anchor may have high demand in one direction but very little in the opposite direction.
Recognizing areas in the network where unbalanced loads may be occurring, may help inform land use
decision‐making that encourages a diversity of land uses which will ultimately improve two‐way
ridership.
Figure 14 shows the balance of bi‐directional loads of all bus services in the Southwest sub‐region. “Yes”
means that the service experiences relatively balance loads in each direction during that time period.
“No” means that the route does not have balanced loads in each direction. For this analysis, a balanced
load means that the average ridership in either direction is within 36% to 65% of each other. Not all
routes in the sub‐region, or all time periods were represented in the figure due to data availability. Most
services have balanced loads during the mid‐day period on all days of the week. Ridership is less
balanced during the peak periods. This ridership pattern is not unexpected given the location of centres
and destinations. Routes that have strong bi‐directional loads are regional connections and routes that
service two different markets.
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Figure 16: Balanced passenger load in each direction14
4.1.4 Distribution of stop activity
A transit route is more efficient when there are multiple destinations along the route. Balanced stop
activity along a route leads to greater passenger turnover; a reduction in pass‐ups and overcrowding,
and increased fare revenue. Without destinations on the route, vehicle loads tend to be stagnant, with
passengers only disembarking at a final connection point, which leaves few spaces for other passengers
along the route. Poor distribution of stop activity can also lead to unbalanced loads as discussed in the
previous section.
Figure 15 shows routes in the Southwest sub‐region categorized by how their stop activities along the
route deviate from the route average (activity along the route divided by the number of stops). The
14

2014 BSPR
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measurement provides a high level analysis on routes that potentially have some high activity stops
along with low activity stops. Long routes (e.g. 401), specialized services (e.g. 480) and routes that have
regional significance (e.g. 430) tend to have a more unbalanced distribution of stop activity along the
route.

Figure 17: Distribution of stop activity along a route15

15
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4.1.5 Distribution of ridership by time of day
Most transit trips in the lower mainland occur in the AM and PM peaks, as work or school commuter‐
oriented trips. There is less demand for transit service outside of these times in the mid‐day, evenings or
on weekends. This means that during peak periods transit resources are stretched to the maximum and
overcrowding is most likely to occur. An efficient transit service generates ridership all day, thereby
justifying higher levels of service throughout the day.
Figure 16 represents the ridership for each hour in both the sub‐region and system wide as a percentage
of ridership for a typical week. The temporal distribution of ridership in the Southwest sub‐region
reflects the distribution of ridership across the entire regional system. The demand is high during the
week, especially during the AM and PM peak periods. The demand is much lower on weekends, with the
highest ridership happening in the late afternoon.
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System Wide
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Figure 18: System wide and sub‐regional distribution of ridership throughout the day16
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4.2 What are the trends?
4.2.1 Trends in Transit Demand
Ridership in the Southwest sub‐region has changed since the opening of the Canada Line. The sub‐region
as a whole experienced increased ridership since 2011, with some areas having larger increases than
others. Figure 17 shows the change in stop activity between 2011 and 2014. Regional services appear to
have higher ridership increases than local services within this period. Richmond‐Brighouse Station
experienced large increases in bus stop activity. Other areas in Richmond that experienced a significant
amount of ridership growth include Cambie Road, Garden City Road, and Aberdeen and Bridgeport
Stations. The intersection of Ladner Trunk Road and Highway 17a, Tilbury Industrial Area and
Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal also saw significant increases in stop activity. On the other hand, there were
some declines in transit demand along No. 3 road in Richmond despite levels of relatively high demand.
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Figure 19: Ridership trends
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5. Facilities Assessment
Facilities such as transit exchanges and park and rides help support the transit network through
facilitating transit connections and multi‐modal integration. Transit priority facilities are infrastructure
that reduce transit vehicle travel time and improve service reliability. There are a number of facilities in
the sub‐region and they all contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of the transit network. Figure
19 and 20 shows all the facilities that are significant to the Southwest sub‐region and their location.

Figure 20: Exchanges and Park and Rides
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Figure 21: Transit Priority Facilities

The facilities assessment will summarize each exchange and park and ride facility’s location as it relates
to the overall network, the amenities that are available to transit customers, the current capacity at
each facility and the capacity utilization of the facility. The capacity requirement estimates are
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determined using high level calculation. The analysis does not take into account operational efficiency
measures such as interlining, and therefore results in higher requirements than normal conditions. For
transit priority facilities, the assessment will provide an inventory of all facilities with their facility type
and location.

5.1 Transit Exchanges
5.1.1 Bridgeport Station
Bridgeport Canada Line Station and its exchange are located at River Road and Great Canadian Way in
Richmond. The exchange is next to the River Rock Casino and the park and ride facility. The facility also
has secure bike lockers available for passengers making cycling connections. It serves as the main
Canada Line hub for services heading to South Delta, Tsawwassen First Nation and South Surrey. There
are 14 bus routes that current connect to the exchange and 12 of those routes terminate at Bridgeport
Station. The off‐street facility can accommodate current layover demand.
Routes17: 311, 351, 352, 354, 403, 407, 430, 480, 601, 602, 603, 604, 620, C92
Pick Up Bays: 10
Drop Off Only Bays: 3
Estimated Layover Spaces: 12
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 15 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Bike Lockers (12 of 12 lockers occupied), Park and Ride, Seating, Shelters
5.1.2 Richmond‐Brighouse Station
There are 11 bus routes that connect to the Richmond‐Brighouse Canada Line Station. The station is
located on No. 3 Road between Cook and Saba Road. The transit exchange serves as the main
connection point between the Canada Line and bus services travelling to other parts of Richmond. Out
of the 11 bus routes that provide service to the station, 6 terminate at the station. There are secure bike
lockers at this location.
Some of the on‐street layover spaces and bus stops will be move to an off‐street facility right next to the
station. The construction of the off‐street facility will commence in spring 2016 with an anticipated
opening in fall 2016. The new off‐street facility will accommodate 6 layover spaces and 4 off‐street bus
bays. Routes that do not terminate at Richmond‐Brighouse will continue to stop at on‐street bus bays on
No. 3 Road. Based on current conditions, the new exchange facility will have some but limited excess
capacity for layover spaces.
Routes: 301, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 407, 410, 430, C94, C96
Pick Up Bays: 10
Drop Off Only Bays: 4
Estimated Layover Spaces: 9
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 4 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Bike Lockers (14 of 20 lockers occupied), Seating, Shelters
17

Italics denotes through buses
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5.1.3 Steveston
There are five bus routes that provide service to Steveston and all of them terminate at the facility. All
the stops are located at Chatham Street near 4th Avenue. Steveston Village provides an anchor for bus
routes travelling to southwest Richmond. The on‐street facility provides adequate number of layover
spaces for buses but they are scattered throughout the area and sometimes far away from pick‐up
locations. Due to this reason, operators sometimes layover in or closer to pick‐up spaces, resulting in
complaints from adjacent properties. The decentralization of the layover spaces also contributed to the
confusing route patterns of some of the routes serving the area (C93). The Mayors’ Plan identified
Steveston for transit facility improvement to accommodate increased transit service levels and improve
operational efficiency.
Routes: 401, 402, 407, 410, C93
Pick Up Bays: 2
Drop Off Only Bays: 1
Estimated Layover Spaces: 3
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 7 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Seating, Shelters
5.1.4 Ladner Exchange
The Ladner Exchange is located at Clarence Taylor Crescent and Harvest Drive, close to the Delta
Hospital and Delta Municipal Hall. However, the exchange is approximately 2 km away from Downtown
Ladner. The exchange is also off the main streets of Ladner Trunk Road and Highway 17, forcing some
buses to travel extra distances to reach the exchange. A park and ride is next to the exchange for
convenient connection to transit. Secure bike lockers are also available to facilitate bike to transit
connections. Nine different bus routes connect at the exchange including 601, 606, 608, 620, 640, C76,
C86, C87, & C88. Seven of the nine bus routes at this exchange terminate at the exchange.
Routes: 601, 606, 608, 620, 640, C76, C86, C87, C88
Pick Up Bays: 7
Drop Off Only Bays: 0
Estimated Layover Spaces: 5
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 3 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Bike Lockers (1 of 8 lockers occupied), Park and Ride, Seating, Shelters
5.1.5 South Delta Exchange
The South Delta Exchange is located at the South Delta Recreation Centre on 56th Street and 18th
Avenue. The exchange is about 1 km away from Downtown Tsawwassen, where there is higher stop
activity. The exchange has 2 on‐street bus bays and 1 off‐street bus bay at the entrance of the
recreation centre. The exchange connects 7 different bus services (601, 602, 603, 604, 609, C84, C89)
with 609, C84 and C89 terminating at this exchange. The services that terminate at this exchange have
relatively low frequency and as a result, the exchange experiences no capacity issue. Mayors’ Plan
identified South Delta Exchange as candidate for relocation and expansion.
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Routes: 601, 602, 603, 604, 609, C84, C89
Pick Up Bays: 3
Drop Off Only Bays: 0
Estimated Layover Spaces: 1
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 1 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Park and Ride, Seating, Shelters
5.1.6 Matthews Exchange
Three bus routes provide services to the area. There are four on‐street stops that are part of the
exchange. All buses that stop at Matthews Exchange are travelling through the exchange and do not
terminate at the facility. Therefore, the facility is not required to have layover spaces and has no layover
capacity issues.
Routes: 311, 351, C76
Pick Up Bays: 4
Drop Off Only Bays: 0
Estimated Layover Spaces: 0
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 0 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Seating, Shelters
5.1.7 22nd Street Station
22nd Street Station is situated outside of the Southwest sub‐region but it is significant to the sub‐region
because it is the terminus of 410 and C98. Route 104 also uses 22nd Street Station as its terminus. The
station located at 7th Avenue and 22nd Street in New Westminster. The station also has secure bike
lockers for passengers to make cycling connections. 9 bus routes connect to the station and all of them
use the exchange as its terminus. The exchange does not have capacity to accommodate articulated
vehicles. The off‐street facility has limited layover spaces to accommodate potential service expansions.
Routes: 100, 101, 104, 128, 155, 340, 388, 410, C98
Pick Up Bays: 8
Drop Off Only Bays: 1
Estimated Layover Spaces: 6
Current Layover Requirement Estimate: 14 Layover Spaces
Amenities: Bike Lockers, Seating, Shelters
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Table 5: Richmond and South Delta Facilities Summary
Facilities/Termini

Pick Up Bays

Drop
Off/Unloading
Only Bays

Layover Spaces

12
(8 Regular / 4 Artic)
Richmond‐Brighouse Station
10
4
9
Steveston Exchange
2
1
1 CS / 2 Conv.
Ladner Exchange*
7
0
5‐6
South Delta Exchange
3
0
1
Matthews Exchange
4
0
N/A
22nd St. Station
8
1
6‐7
Riverport Terminus
2
0
2 CS & 3 Conv.
Horseshoe & Machrina
1
1
2
note: all layover spaces should be considered for Conventional Bus, unless otherwise stated.
*can accommodate articulated coaches today
Bridgeport Station*

10

3

5.2 Park and Rides
5.2.1 Bridgeport Station
The Bridgeport Park & Ride lot is south of the intersection of River Road and Great Canadian Way in
Richmond, and is the second largest TransLink Park & Ride lot. The Park & Ride is located next to the
Bridgeport Canada Line Station and Exchange.
Parking Spaces: 1260 + 180 (overflow)
Cost: $2.5 per day (Free at overflow parking)
Hours: 24/7
Peak Utilization: 56%18
5.2.2 Ladner Exchange
The Ladner Exchange Park & Ride lot is located at Clarence Taylor Crescent and Harvest Drive. The
facility is managed by the Corporate of Delta.
Parking Spaces: 200
Cost: Free
Hours: 24/7
Peak Utilization: 85%19
5.2.3 South Delta Exchange
The South Delta Exchange Park & Ride lot is located at the South Delta Recreation Centre on 56th Street
at 18th Avenue. The facility is managed by the Corporate of Delta. There is no formal agreement
between the Corporation of Delta and TransLink to use the parking lot of the recreation centre as a park
18
19

2012 Park and Ride Field Survey Final Report
2012 Park and Ride Field Survey Final Report
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and ride. Along with the South Delta Exchange, the Park and Ride is also identified in the Mayors’ Plan
for relocation and possible expansion.
Parking Spaces: 72
Cost: Free
Hours: 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Peak Utilization: 82%20
5.2.4 Other Opportunities: Massey Crossing
The Mayors’ Plan identified new and/or improvement to existing transit facility at Highway 99 at
Steveston Highway and Highway 17A to provide transfer opportunities between service on Highway 99
and bus services that connects to Richmond, Ladner, Tsawwassen, and Tilbury Industrial Park. As part of
the George Massey Tunnel Replacement project being undertaken by the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure these new transit facilities will be provided within the median of Highway 99, as well as
centre bus lanes along the entire project corridor, connecting from Hwy 91 to Bridgeport Station.

5.3 Transit Priority
5.3.1 Transit Priority Facility Inventory
There are some transit priority facilities in the sub‐region that help increase the efficiency and reliability
of transit services. These facilities can be bus only or HOV (high occupancy vehicle) lanes or traffic signal
priority. Bus only lanes are traffic lanes that are only available to buses, these lanes will help buses
bypass congestion to maintain travel speed and enhance reliability. HOV lanes operate the same way as
bus only lanes, but they also allow high occupancy vehicles, usually vehicles with 2 or more passengers,
to use the lane as well as buses. Traffic signal priority allows transit vehicles to reduce dwell time at
traffic signals by holding green lights longer or shortening red lights. An inventory of transit priority
facilities in the sub‐region is listed in table 5.

20

2012 Park and Ride Field Survey Final Report
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Table 6: Transit Priority Facility Inventory
Municipality
On
Delta

Nordel Way (WB)

Delta
Delta
Delta

Highway 17A(NB)
Highway 99 (NB)
Highway 99 On‐ramp
(NB)
Highway 91 (EB and WB)
Highway 91A (EB and
WB)

Delta
New Westminster

At

Cliveden Ave
Howes St

From

To

100m E of Hwy 91 on‐
ramp
Ladner Trunk Road
80th St.
Highway 17

Highway 91 NB on‐
ramp
Highway 99
Highway 17
George Massey Tunnel

Exit 10 off‐ramp
Highway off‐ramp

Exit 10 on‐ramp
Highway on‐ramp

Marine Way

Marine Dr

20th St.
Steveston Hwy.
Westminster Hwy.
King George Blvd.
Hall Avenue
Airport Road

6th Ave.
Granville Ave.
Bridgeport Road
Highway 91
Westminster Hwy.
Cessna Drive

New Westminster

20th (SB)

Marine Way

New Westminster

23rd St. (NB)

Stewardson Way

New Westminster
New Westminster

23rd St.(NB)
7th Ave.(EB)

20th St.

New Westminster
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond

Stewardson Way (EB)
Highway 99 (NB)
Highway 99 (NB)
Highway 99 (NB)
Highway 99 (SB)
Russ Baker Way (NB)
Russ Baker Way (SB)

Richmond

Highway 99 (SB)

Steveston Hwy. On‐ramp

Massey Tunnel

Richmond

Sea Island Way (WB)

No. 3 Rd.

Moray Channel Bridge

Miller Rd.

Transit Priority
Type
Bus Ramp
HOV lane (2+)
HOV lane (2+)
HOV lane (2+)
Bus Ramp
Only buses can
go straight (in
peak)
Left turn
exemption
Bus activated
signal
Bus‐only ramp
Bus activated
signal
Bus lane
Bus only lane
Bus only lane
Bus only lane
Bus only lane
Bus only lane
Bus only left
turn lane
Bus queue
jumper
Bus queue
jumper
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Municipality

On

At

From

To

Richmond

Highway 99 (SB)

Steveston Hwy. Off‐ramp

Richmond

Steveston Hwy.
Airport Station
Westminster Hwy.
Miller Rd.

Moray Channel Bridge
Steveston Hwy.
Arthur Laing Bridge

Richmond

Highway 99 On‐
ramp(SB)
Miller Rd. (EB)
Highway 99 (SB)
Russ Baker Way (NB)
Highway 99 Bus/ Truck
lane
Horseshoe Way (EB)

Steveston Hwy. On‐
ramp
Highway 99

Steveston Hwy. On‐
ramp
No. 5 Road

Richmond

Russ Baker Way (NB)

Miller Rd.

Richmond

Sexsmith Tr. (NB)

Sea Island Way (WB)

Richmond
Richmond

Highway 91 (EB)
Bridgeport Road

Westminster Hwy
Hwy 99 Off‐Ramp

Exit 13 off‐ramp

Exit 11 on‐ramp

Richmond

Bridgeport Road

Gage Road

Richmond

Bridgeport Road

Great Canadian Way

Richmond

Great Canadian Way

Charles Street

Richmond

Sea Island Way

Great Canadian Way

Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond

Transit Priority
Type
Bus ramp
Bus ramp
Bus ramp
HOV lane (3+)
HOV lane (3+)
Transit priority
signal
Transit priority
signal
Transit priority
signal
Transit priority
signal
Bus Ramp
Active TSP‐ not
operating
Active TSP‐ not
operating
Active TSP‐ not
operating
Active TSP‐ not
operating
Active TSP‐ not
operating
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6. Summary
Network and Service Design
‐
‐
‐
‐

Strong regional connections, with most routes connecting to the Canada Line and additional
connections (via 410) to Expo Line at 22nd Street Station
In Richmond, limited east‐west and north‐south connections without going through Richmond‐
Brighouse, which serves as an anchor for many routes
Existing network design includes routes which are perhaps too long, indirect, and/or complex
(e.g. different routings at different times of day)
Most areas of strong transit demand align with transit‐supportive centres and corridors

Network Performance
‐
‐
‐
‐

Relatively strong demand for frequent all day and frequent peak service that serves more than
one municipality, but limited ridership demand for local bus services
Overcrowding may occur on Richmond Canada Line trains during peak periods
Opportunity to balance supply with demand (i.e. some routes and time periods have too much
service that could be shifted to routes or time periods with higher demand)
Opportunity to increase weekend and weekday off‐peak ridership

Facilities Assessment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Some exchanges (e.g. 22nd Street, Brighouse and Steveston) might experience capacity issues if
bus service increases more than previously forecasted
The location of some exchanges does not support efficient bus service/routing (e.g. Ladner and
Steveston)
There is some capacity at park and ride facilities in the sub‐region
Potential for improved/new facilities with construction of new Massey Crossing

Appendix A: North Delta Regional Transit Service Analysis
Context
The Southwest Area Transport Plan (SWATP) will develop a multi‐modal transport plan for the area of
Richmond, South Delta, and Tsawwassen First Nations. The plan utilizes a flexible boundary approach,
which allows the plan to cover important transportation connections that are not within the primary
study area of the plan. Based on feedback from stakeholders, some additional routes which provide
important connections between North Delta and the primary study area were analyzed. This analysis will
identify issues and opportunities that will help formulate the strategies and actions in Phase 2 of the
planning process.
Service Overview
There are currently 13 bus routes that provide service in North Delta. Four (4) of the 13 routes were
already addressed in the transit network analysis. An additional three (3) routes (311, 340, and 388) are
included in this analysis. Of the three routes included in this analysis, two are peak only services (311,
388) and one is a peak frequent service (340).
Table 1: Transit Services in North Delta Included in the SWATP
Routes
Local or
Recent Service Changes
Regional
104
Regional
Improve Span (Early Morning) (2012)
301
Regional
Already Included
640
Regional
C76
Regional
311*
Regional
Frequency Reduction (2014)
Added for this
340
Regional
Frequency Reduction (2014)
Analysis
388*
Regional
Route Extension (2012)
312
Local
314
Local
Portion of Route Cancelled (2013)
316
Local
Will not be
addressed
319
Local
Frequency Increase (2014)
329*
Local
391*
Local
* Limited Service
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There are 6 routes in North Delta that are not included as part of this analysis (312, 314, 316, 319, 329,
391). They are not included because they do not provide connections between North Delta and the
Southwest sub‐region. These services provide connections between North Delta and Surrey, which is not
within the scope of the SWATP.
Services that are already included in the transit network analysis (104, 301, 640, C76) are analyzed at a
system level along with other routes in the sub‐region. Of note, only the 640 and C76 provide direct
connections between North Delta and Ladner.
Service Analysis
The services provide linkages between North Delta and other parts of the region and most have strong
anchors on both ends of the route. The transit network is illustrated in figure 1. Out of all seven routes
that are part of this analysis, only C76 does not directly connect to a rapid transit station. The
connection between North Delta and South Delta is facilitated by 640 and C76. Along their routes, both
of these services provide coverage to industrial areas (Tilbury and Boundary Bay Airport), including slight
deviations from a direct path in order to serve streets internal to these industrial areas.

Figure 1: North Delta Regional Connections
There are few instances of overcrowding and bus bunching on these services (Table 2). Of the seven
routes in this analysis, the 301 has the highest instances of overcrowding. Route 301 is the 17th most
overcrowded service in the system in 20151. Although the percentage for bus bunching is low, the
number is significant as the most bunched service in the system is only at 11%. These North Delta
regional services seem to be commuter‐oriented as they have the highest ridership during peak periods
in the peak direction2. Ridership on 311 and 340 has been decreasing (service frequency was reduced in
2014 on both routes), while the ridership on the 104, 301, 388, 640 have been increasing.

1
2

2015 TSPR
2015 TSPR
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Table 2: Service Performance3
Routes
Overcrowding (2014)
104
0%
301
0%
311
0%
340
2%
388
0%
640
5%
C76
0%
Table 3: Annual Ridership4
Routes
Annual
Ridership
(2011)
104
635,000
301
583,000
311
154,000
340
956,000
388
141,000
640
466,000
C76
152,000

Overcrowding (2015)
4%
7%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Annual
Ridership
(2012)
649,000
584,000
176,000
931,000
150,000
491,000
154,000

Annual
Ridership
(2013)
651,000
583,000
168,000
977,000
154,000
477,000
152,000

Bus Bunching (2014)
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
1%
0%

Annual
Ridership
(2014)
678,000
596,000
166,000
918,000
166,000
488,000
138,000

Bus Bunching (2015)
2%
2%
2%
1%
0%
1%
0%

Annual
Ridership
(2015)
709,000
677,000
161,000
880,000
186,000
527,000
166,000

% Change
2011‐2015
12%
16%
5%
‐8%
32%
13%
9%

Customers using transit services coming out of North Delta are mostly connecting to rapid transit and
major transit exchanges. Annacis Island and the intersection of Scott Road and 64th also have high usage.
Table 4: Stops with more than 200 daily stop activity (amongst North Delta regional routes listed above)
Daily Stop Activity
Stop Location
4,264
22nd Street Stn
1,485
Scott Road Stn
1,291
Scottsdale Exch
980
Richmond Brighouse Stn
821
Scott Road and 64th
702
Hwy 91 at Annacis Island
551
Newton Exch
511
Ladner Exch
461
Scott Road and 66th
460
Scott Road and 70th
376
Bridgeport Stn
364
Hwy 91 and Howes Street, Queensborough
300
Garden City and Lansdowne
266
Ewen and Campbell, Queensborough
201
Scott Road and 72nd
3
4

2015 TSPR
2015 TSPR
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Issues and Opportunities Summary (Connections with North Delta)





Connections to rapid transit is facilitated by North Delta transit services
Direct connections currently exist between North Delta and Ladner, but services might not be as
direct as it can be (diversions and deviations)
There are no direct connections between North Delta and Tsawwassen; transferring at Ladner
Exchange is required to make this connection
Transit usage between North Delta and South Delta (Ladner and Tsawwassen) is relatively low,
as compared to usage between North Delta and other regional destinations (e.g. 22nd St Station,
Scott Rd Station)

Conclusion
This analysis is focused on transit services that provide connections between North Delta and other
parts of the Southwest sub‐region. The results of this analysis will be considered alongside other
technical studies in Phase 1, including the travel market analysis, to identify the issues, opportunities,
and values that will help guide Phase 2 work.
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